INTRO
Michelle picks up the dice and roles first. She moves ahead three spaces, her car piece landing on a question mark.

MICHELLE
"What does that mean?"

CIARA
"It’s for a question card. How much do you expect to make in your post-graduate career?"

MICHELLE
"Hmm, I never really thought about an amount before...”

NIMERA
"Oh, that’s an easy one! $250,000."

DILLON
“Entry level? I think you’re dreaming.”

NIMERA
“Isn’t that realistic for fashion?”

CIARA
“At least you know what you want to do! I’m still picking which program I want to enroll in, so I’m am not sure how much it will cost or what I’ll make.”

MICHELLE
"I want to become a physical therapist, but have lots of school between then and now."

CIARA
"Hmm, I just got a quiz question. What’s the difference between scholarships, grants, PLUS Loans and work-study funds?"

MICHELLE
"Work that work study!"

NARRATOR
"Work it indeed! You all have a long road ahead. Planning, hard work and setting milestones will help make the drive more enjoyable."
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DILLON
"And snacks!"

MICHELLE
"Have you concerned the Bakery program, Dillon?"

DILLON
"What kind of dough would I make?"

NARRATOR
"Your puns certainly take the cake, son! Go through the FATE Basics to find out how much you might make post-graduation - in addition to your program costs, financing options and what types of funding you are eligible for."